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Knowledge recombination, combining existing knowledge or new knowledge capabilities to 
create knowledge collaborations, is one of the key pathways to innovation. However, little is 
known about how the types of knowledge recombination affect production efficiency differently 
across regions. In this study, using an empirical dataset combining the databases, we examine 
the relationship between knowledge recombination use and type of exploration and regional 
technical efficiency. For this purpose, three levels of analysis were employed.
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Introduction
For all estimated measures the impact of both research and 
utilization of knowledge recombination on local production 
efficiency is estimated. The results demonstrate the positive 
impact of exploration on local production efficiency 
highlighting the importance of expanding the scope and 
diversity of the knowledge base and ways to achieve 
innovation. However little is known about how the types 
of knowledge recombination affect production efficiency 
differently across regions. In this study using empirical data 
regional databases. we examine the relationship between 
knowledge recombination use and type of exploration and 
regional technical efficiency. For this purpose, three levels 
of analysis were employed. First we use CPC co-occurrence 
network analysis and the Relative Comparative Advantage 
scale (RCA) to construct a knowledge space and measure 
regional competence. We then use probabilistic boundary 
analysis to measure the production efficiency of his region 
of Europe. For all estimated measures, the impact of both 
research and utilization of knowledge recombination on local 
production efficiency is estimated. The results demonstrate the 
positive impact of exploration on local production efficiency 
[1]. 

The importance of local knowledge structures has been 
continuously highlighted as a factor explaining innovation, 
economic performance and productivity gains. Identifying 
the types of local knowledge cores has become important for 
finding local competitive advantages in terms of technological 
capabilities and economic restructuring. In particular, research 
has shown that competitive advantage is primarily due to the 
region's respective ability to produce high-quality, complex, 
and tacit knowledge. Regions are therefore encouraged to 
build their technical capacity by expanding their knowledge 
bases and developing new, more complex knowledge [2].

In particular technological change in geospatial involves 
dynamic processes that generate and consume economic 
knowledge bases. Indeed, innovation relies heavily on 
recombination of existing knowledge in knowledge structures 
Knowledge is generated by combining techniques and 
knowledge that have never been combined before, or by using 
known combinations to solve new problems and innovate. 
The two recombination activities are easily distinguishable 
because they require different recombination techniques and 
face different challenges. As such, the impact on economic 
output and growth may also be different. However, questions 
about the relationship between these recombinant knowledge 
and local production efficiency.

Recent studies have shown that RNA transcription is directly 
involved in DNA homologous recombination. The first step in 
HR is terminal resection. It cleaves DNA over several kilobases 
from the 5' end strand, but leaves the 3' end strand completely 
intact. Such protection of the 3' end strand is achieved by the 
transient formation of RNA-DNA hybrid structures. The RNA 
strand of the hybrid is resynthesized by RNA polymerase III. 
Revealing the existence of RNA-DNA hybrid intermediates 
should further help solve the long-standing problem of HR. 
This article also provides insight into some controversial 
issues related to RNA-DNA protection [3].

An evolutionary perspective is fundamental to understanding 
the geography of technological progress, dynamism, economic 
restructuring, and economic growth. Domains are thought to 
change through constant structural changes, and these changes 
are very often path-dependent on the body of knowledge 
of a particular place and time. Existing local knowledge 
and activities shape both current and future trajectories of 
technological development and economic structural diversity 
in the region over time In other words, local change occurs 
endogenously within the socioeconomic system through 
processes [4]. 
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Numerous studies have identified this path- and location-
dependent property of the knowledge base. These studies 
build knowledge spaces built on collaborative exports of 
product or patent data, identify knowledge domains, and 
track evolutionary processes of structural change over time 
within specific geographic regions. Hidalgo demonstrated 
that countries are looking for new industrial opportunities 
from their existing industrial capabilities. Later, scholars 
confirmed the same logic in regional-level studies. This is 
because sub-national regions have more specific technical 
capabilities than national-level regions. The evolution of local 
knowledge spaces over time showed a strong dependence on 
pre-existing knowledge profiles. Regions tend to diversify 
their economic or technological capabilities based on 
relevance. Therefore, the ability to expand the knowledge 
core and evolve knowledge from low to high complexity is 
of great importance to the region. Regions are encouraged 
to build new comparative advantages by first using relevant 
existing knowledge areas. Regions should then strive to 
develop new technologies that are more complex than those 
they have already produced. Here, the recombination potential 
or remapping of connections between knowledge components 
drives the dynamics of structural change [5].

Conclusion
Non-functional orthologues of PRDM9 are present in various 
vertebrates but it is unclear they are functionally maintained 
in some lineages. A possible explanation is that PRDM9 

plays a role in meiotic success can lead to a conflict between 
two critical processes, transcription and recombination. Here 
we examine this potential conflict and the possible role in 
their interaction. Leveraging existing mouse genomic data, 
PRDM9 identified genome-wide recombination hotspots 
using a resampling scheme that simulates mixed traits along 
the genome and a model that accounts for genome wide trait 
rarity and test whether it alters the interaction between meiotic 
transcription-framework is affected.
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